
Jane’s Diary: 

Monday July 23rd July. 

Wow! I’ve just noticed the date. It’s the last full week on July and my personal Lee drought 

is about to finish. It’s only been three months’ worth of concerts missed, and it wasn’t as 

though I was sitting at home. I had other highly-enjoyable things to do. Still feels like an age 

since my friends and I were wandering the streets of Hoddesdon looking for a quiet place to 

have a pre-Meady concert brew. 

Was that only April? Ridiculous to think I needed my polo-necked jumper in Hoddesdon. A 

polo-neck jumper! Can you imagine such a thing? In this heatwave summer even the 

thought of a polo-neck is giving me hives.  

It’ll be sun frocks and sandals. I can’t wait.  I must check the logistics for the trip. 

 

Tuesday July 24th July. 

I’m starting to regret my decision to take the Megabus over to Manchester. Yes it’s nice and 

cheap, but I forgot it’ll only get me to Shudehill. I’ll have to catch a tram to Manchester 

Piccadilly (I am so not walking across Manchester with a rucksack in this heat) then the train 

to Stockport. I reckon it’ll be 3.30pm at best before I get there.  

The others plan to be there much earlier. 

I hate being the last to arrive. 

Oh joy – just realised the bus will be contending with the Friday afternoon traffic on the 

M62.  I wonder if I can get a cheap train instead. 

Blimey! I can get a train from my local station straight through to Man Pic. Get’s me to 

Stockport 2.25 £16.50 -WIN!!!!   

Wednesday 25rd July. 

This has to rate as the most stress free run up to a Lee event ever! Lee’s not sick, I’m not 

sick, no industrial action threatening, and the Mediterranean weather continues, so no 

snow. There’s no reason to worry about transport difficulties. 

Note – remember to pack water. 

Thursday 26th July. 

Just seen the weather report. Bugger. 

Where did I put my cagoule? 

 

 



Friday 27th July 

11.30 

I’m repacked and ready to go. The bus is due in 25 minutes. It’ll get into town then I have a 

walk to the train station.  

I have allowed myself a ridiculous amount of time coz knowing me I’ll get lost. Plus it’s hot 

out there, so I don’t want to be rushing. I have my baseball cap and a good book with me. 

I’m thinking, find a shady spot in the station, sit and read for half an hour, jump on train. 

Simple. 

OK time for a strategic wee – then I’m off to Stockport. SSQQQUUEAALLL!!!! 

12.23 

Am at the station.  

An announcement has just been made – ‘All trains on this line are cancelled.’  

WTF???!!! 

12.25 

National Rail Enquiries confirm it. All trains to and from this station cancelled due to 

lightning striking a signal box. 

I’m not panicking. There are trains to Manchester from Leeds. 

12.27 

All trains to Manchester via Leeds are cancelled. 

Dewsbury is closer to Manchester. I can get to Dewsbury easily enough. 

12.30 

All trains to Manchester via Dewsbury are cancelled. 

Now I’m panicking. 

12.33 

I’ve still got my ticket for the Megga bus with me. 

It leaves in about 50 mins. I need to go for a bus now! 

12.36 

I’d forgotten to factor in the 15-minute walk back into town. I have rung a taxi. Hang the 

expense! 

13.00 

The taxi was a good call. The driver turned out to be a sweetie.  



“Can you get me to Leeds bus station for the 1.20pm Megabus?” I asked him. 

“Darling,” he said “I can get you there in time to have lunch first.” 

He started up the usual chit-chat as nice taxi drivers tend to. I told him where I was going 

and why. 

“So what’s the concert?” 

“It’s Lee Mead.” 

“Oh the West End star?” 

I was impressed. I’d expected “Who?” or “Is he the bloke from Holby City.” Instead he 

asked a stream of sensible questions about the type of music Lee sings. 

“So you like musical theatre?” he asked after I’d mentioned Close Every Door and Bring Him 

Home. 

“Oh yes. A lot.” 

“Have you seen Wicked?” 

“Several times.” 

“In the West End?” 

“Oh yes.” 

“My God-Daughter is the choreographer.” He told me her name and suggested I google her.  

“When I saw Wicked in the West End Rachel Tucker and Louise Dearman were the leads.” I 

said. 

“That’s right, and Lee Mead. She was his choreographer too.” 

I’m impressed. A taxi driver within six degrees of separation from Lee. It’s a sign all will be 

well.   

13.50 

I’m on the Megga Bus.  

I’ve had a reply to my change-of-plan-tweet. My dear friend offered to divert to collect me. 

So very lovely of her, but if she does she’s bound to get caught in the rush hour traffic.  

The Megga Bus arrived ten minutes late but now bounding along out of the city. I think I’ll 

get some shut-eye. 

14.04 

We’re stuck on the M62. 

Stationary Traffic. 



**!!^&%$*ing **!!!???*** 

19:15 (Just before the show) 

OK I’m happy. In Stockport; fed, watered and more importantly wined. 

The bus was over an hour late reaching Shudehill, but at least my travel-luck had changed 

so I crossed Manchester and reached Stockport just after 4pm. With no help from the 

human beings I met, but a lot of help from Googlemaps I soon reached our hotel.  

Even better, my good friend was there to meet me – with a very big hug. (Though not alas 

with a pint of lager.) 

Quick change into something less comfortable (but prettier) and I was with the gang on the 

hunt for dinner. 

I ought to have been more helpful; I’ve visited Stockport for work many times and I could 

have suggested several eateries – had we wanted lunch.  

Just as well the girls had been doing their research. Of their Trip Adviser recommendations, 

we agreed we fancied Greek (Greek being rather more unusual than Italian, or Indian) and 

set off to find the place. That wasn’t too much of a challenge as all we had to do was find 

Lord of the Pies (my ex-managers second favourite lunch establishment (the first being a 

church where the WI serve up sandwiches and cakes with all the professionalism of Julie 

Walters waitress in the Two Soups sketch)) and look across the road to…oh. It’s a mobile 

phone shop. 

Grumbling about out of date internet sites we drifted thought the town. Alas the most of 

the other recommended restaurants had also disappeared, or were enclosed behind grim 

shutters. In the end it boiled down to two choices: Italian or street food from the out-door 

market. The vote went for Italian and we headed back passed Lord of the Pies and – hold 

on… is that the Greek restaurant above the mobile phone shop? YES!! Bril! 

It turned out to be really pleasant…well really pleasant other than the overwhelming heat. 

The food was scrumptious (not quite pipping the Istanbul in Shrewsbury to the best-meal-

of-the-tour prize), the wine very acceptable (and cheap) and the waiter full of fun (pity I 

can’t remember his jokes). 

Feeling nicely sated we headed to the theatre. 

I've been to the Stockport Plaza once before. Back when I worked with a team mostly based 

in Stockport my manager decided the tearoom at the Plaza would be the ideal place to hold 

my performance review. (There's an upside to having no meeting rooms in the office). I 

remembered sipping from a china cup in very genteel art-deco surroundings. (Though the 

following year's appraisal in WI run church café was far more entertaining).  

I think the place had been refurbished since my visit: I recognised very little. Of the building 

that is. 



Of the clientele, I recognised several, including a fine turn out of the Northern Ladies who, 

we soon discovered, had booked rooms at the same hotel as us. 

We milled around the foyer greeting friends with hugs and chit-chat before filing into the 

auditorium. 

I couldn't have asked for better seats. Though four rows back, the rake of the stalls brought 

us eye level with anyone standing on the huge, high stage. We sat two either side of the 

central aisle, two on each side. Somewhere near the front, sat the Northern ladies. 

The Plaza is a big theatre, bigger than Lee really needed for his solo gig. I feared the 

audience would look lost in there. It didn't. With the circles closed off and the back stalls 

well out of range of the stage lights hopefully Lee won’t be too mindful of the gaps. 

Ooo the end of my Lee drought is nigh. Worth a crappy journey methinks. 

Time to turn off the phone and wait for Adam. 

8.30pm (Interval) 

Ah. Do I sound happy? Oh ye,s I’m happy. I'm back in Lee land.  

Oh that guy is looking so good – and so confident. No hint of Lofty gaucheness as he 

sauntered onto stage to the strains of Adam’s keyboard, elegant and poised in his three-

piece suit. He took his place behind the microphone, ready to seduce his expectant 

audience. 

And the mike stand slipped down.  

I loved his wry smile and tiny shrug as he shared a ‘doh!’ moment with us. Then with the 

mike stand adjusted (so discreetly that even my eagle-eyed companions didn't notice 

anything amiss) his dulcet voice filled the theatre, swelled by the Plaza’s particularly fine 

acoustics. 

And off I went into that world of ‘Pure Imagination’. 

The concert started with the familiar format: Lee welcoming the audience, commenting 

about the venue, introducing his excellent band – then on to ‘Dancing Through Life’ and ‘All 

of Me’, each delivered perfectly. 

Then came – something a little bit different. 

Of course every Lee fan (other than those that can’t get Channel 5 – I feel for you, my Irish 

friends) had something to look forward to this evening.  

We lucky ones in Stockport naturally had a full evening of Meadyness but those at home 

also had a special treat lined up – Lee on Jane MacDonald’s show, singing something from 

The Greatest Showman. 



Every fan in the theatre had one question on their minds. Would Lee sing the Greatest 

Showman song live?   

"I've been on three different channels this week,” said Lee “Holby City BBC1, then Lorraine 

on ITV and tonight Jane McDonald.” This sounds promising I thought. 

Lee continued: “I was asked to sing ‘From Now On’ but I need to connect with a song before 

I sing it. So I read the lyrics. There was one 'I've drank champagne with kings and queens'… 

well I've met the Duke of Edinburgh. That'll do." 

We laughed. I crossed my fingers. 

 "I'd like to perform it for you now." 

My internal squealing nearly erupted but I held myself together and simply grinned at my 

companion. 

Around me excited murmurs soon over spilled into delighted applause. 

Ah sod it! SQQUUEAAALLL! 

Lee stepped forward... 

He started the song right at the bottom of his register, almost whispering the first verse.  

“I saw the sun begin to dim…” I shivered. His deep breathy voice held a promise of 

something incredible. 

 Then as though someone had waived a starting flag he roared into action. 

"I've drank champagne will kings and queens..." 

With each line he built up the power. Pride, dignity, remorse, reassurance – each emotion 

flitted over his face until that decisive “From now on, my eyes will not be blinded by the 

light” and up, up to the glorious final “from now on” before fading gently down again into 

the last repeat "and we will come back home." 

The audience sighed, then clapped, then cheered. 

He'd done it!  

Magnificently. 

The remainder of the first half passed by in a joyful haze of music. I think the set list may 

have swapped about a little since the April concerts. Certainly, neither ‘Leave Right Now’ or 

‘Maria’ featured in it. 

But of course, ‘Close Every Door’ still closed first act. 

It's so familiar it’s easy to forget what a powerful song ‘Close Every Door’ is in the hands 

(scratch that - throat) of a vocalist of Lee's calibre. 



And of course Lee lives it too. Every time – the same energy, the same strength – nobility 

even. This time as he told us of the children of Israel a tear formed in his eye. It sparkled 

there for a minute before tumbling down his cheek. I've not ever seen that before in ‘Close 

Every Door’ and my admiration just doubled.  

I wasn't the only one. 

As his final note resounded dramatically through the theatre people around me leapt to 

their feet. Fans and locals stood cheering as he took a deep bow.  

He straightened gave us a radiant smile, and ran off. 

So did I. The advantage of sitting in an aisle seat - quick interval access to the loo! 

10.45 After the show 

Could Lee possibly top the first half of his show? Well he gave it a damn good try right from 

the get-go with a superlative performance of ‘Feeling Good’, followed by his lovely 

rendition of ‘Hushabye Mountain’. 

Then he offered us a Q&A. And didn’t the audience love that! 

Some interesting Q’s leading to very interesting A’s, the first being from a woman offering 

him a role in a new production she’s involved with. That’s a novel way of getting a job! 

Some of the questions were similar to those asked by other audiences: 

What role would you like to play? A brand new one. (He’s said as much before.) 

What’s your favourite band? Take That (Not a surprise.)  

Some asked a question that I have long wondered about: "Would you consider doing 

Shakespeare?"  

The answer: despite having enjoyed acting in an Oscar Wilde play (the script is currently 

147 pages long for anyone still counting) Shakespeare is a resolute 'No'. (Damn. I can forget 

my fantasy about Lee Mead as Feste the Jester then.) 

Do you prefer acting in Holby or musicals?  He’s having fun playing Lofty, plus it’s good, 

steady work and convenient (then onto a digression about the vagaries of a career in show 

business and the need to save up for the lean times). 

A nicely bizarre question: “Who’s your favourite cousin?” This one came from one…of his 

cousins, and it caused much laughter. 

But the funniest of the evening: “What was your most embarrassing moment?” He 

explained about the time his loincloth fell off, leaving him facing the audience in white 

boxer shorts. But he can top that. 

As he was loitering in the street (I’m not clear where or why, I missed that bit) two women 

approached him. 



"Excuse me. We'd like a picture...would you mind?” He mimed a woman holding out her 

phone. 

“Of course!” 

Another mime, Lee shuffling into position between the two of them, holding out the phone 

for a selfie. 

“Err – no. I mean, for you to take a picture of us!” 

Ah Fame, how fickle you are.  

And so, on with the show.  

‘Let her Down Easy’, ‘Everything’ … 

‘Back for Good’ has made it back onto the set list, giving the audience an upbeat sing-a-long 

moment between the heavier MT numbers – ‘Bring Him Home’, ‘Empty Chairs at Empty 

Tables’, and ‘Why God Why’. 

And of course ‘Anthem’.  

Ah ‘Anthem’.  What a crowd pleaser to nearly-but-not-quite finish on. I never tire of hearing 

this one (actually I never tire of hearing any of his 10 Year Anniversary tour choices), and 

tonight, with his voice on excellent form and his confidence high, he gave us a perfect 

performance, nuanced yet commanding, which drew more raucous applause and his 

second standing ovation of the night. 

The Stockport theatre might not have been filled with people, but it was brimming over 

with love. 

Quite rightly so. 

Lee bowed.  

As he straightened something seemed to occur to him. 

“There are different bows. That was quite a humble one,” he demonstrated again, “But 

some people do a full diva bow.” 

He swung his head down so fast his hair flew back from his forehead. Bending almost 

double, then rising up with a flourish, arms reaching out to the audience, and mouthing 

“thank you, thank you” while his face took on an expression of dramatic hauteur. 

It was so not what Lee would do, and such a wonderful piece of observational comedy. The 

audience howled. 

“Do you want another song?” He asked once we’d calmed down enough to listen. 

“Yes!” 



On to ‘Blackbird’, that beautiful, delicate ballad. A little Meady moment during it – the only 

one I heard all evening. And the crowd, yelled out for more. 

Of course we got more. 

Lee left the stage while his band played the intro to ‘Any Dream Will Do’. We were already 

swaying along when he returned in his precious multicoloured coat. 

The audience might not have filled the auditorium physically but they made a very good 

effort to fill it with sound. Singing along, clapping along, the atmosphere in that theatre was 

effervescent. At the end everyone stood while Lee gave us a series of diva bows. Our 

laughter echoed around the theatre along with our cheers. 

Wonderful! 

With the signing desk at the back of the stalls those of us wanting a moment with Lee 

formed a queue along the side aisle. Our little gang stood right at the back of it, next to the 

stage.  

We had an excellent view of Lee as, with a Norman Wisdomesque shamble, he followed an 

usher up to his perch. 

One of the gang had a treat for us. She drew her tablet out from her bag, so that, clustered 

round, we could watch Lee’s performance on Jane McDonald.  

Wow! What a classy production that was – and how great it sounded with the backing 

choir. 

And how lovely it was watching his face, when our turn eventually came and we 

complimented him on his performance. “Thrilled” barely covers it. 

So the evening draws to an end, back at our hotel.  Our little gang, alongside the Northern 

Ladies, are sharing our thoughts on a fabulous concert, so much to talk about. 

Time for a toast I think. 

Here’s to Mr Mead, and all the friends we’ve made because of him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


